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Weaving counterpoint?
Designer aims to turn tunes into textiles

call me orlando: a tuneful gibbon

jungle sopranos

Scientists in Japan have discovered
that gibbons use exactly the same
technique as sopranos to control
their voices. Researchers at Kyoto
University have shown that the
primates, whose whooping is one
of the most evocative sounds in the
jungle, train themselves to modify
their vocal tracts to produce unique
singing voices that can communicate
with each other for over a mile.

Blowing happily

More research, this time from Lucerne
University, where surveys reveal that
woodwind players are happier than
all others. While flautists, oboists
and all perch contentedly at the top
of the happiness league, the likes of
string-players and, surprisingly, brassplayers linger in misery down below.

Solti on show

To celebrate the centenary of the
birth of Sir Georg Solti (see p28),
the Royal Opera House is running a
one-off exhibition. With artefacts on
show including a bronze cast of Sir
Georg’s conducting hand, his scores
for Wagner’s Götterdämmerung
and photos from the family archive,
guided tours to the exhibition will be
available from November onwards.
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Choral captain

Much celebration among choral types
after it was announced that one of
their own has been made the new
captain of the England cricket team.
Long before he devoted himself to life
at the crease, Alastair Cook formerly
used to fill the pews as a chorister
at St Paul’s Cathedral – footage on
YouTube shows him, in cassock and
ruff, singing alongside Kiri Te Kanawa.
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A rather ingenious new concept from the
world of design catches our eye. Keen
to combine her musical knowledge as
a former professional dancer with her
present skills as a textile designer, NadiaAnne Ricketts has invented BeatWoven,
in which classical music is used to create
patterns. We won’t try to explain the
exact process but, in short, soundfiles
from an MP3 player are
converted via computer
software into visual
patterns which are
then woven into fabric
– aspects such as pitch,
rhythm and volume all
have an impact on the
design, meaning
that, say,
Stravinsky’s
Rite of Spring
would produce
a very different
pattern from
Debussy’s Claire de lune.

Great stuff, but did you know that,
150 years ago, Johann Strauss II,
equipped with a piano and a loom, was
trying much the same thing, hence the
design of the
Polka dot? OK,
possibly not…

AFTER HOURS
Musicians and their hobbies
NICK PARNELL
Percussionist

farmer

My whole family except for me – my parents
and both my sisters and their husbands – is in
farming. So I’m the black sheep of the family,
if you like! However, I like to help them all out
wherever I can, particularly on my parents’
farm which is about three hours’ drive from
where I live in Adelaide. My parents keep
Merino sheep, and a lot of the wool from
them ends up in departments stores in the
UK, though I wouldn’t be able to tell you
which ones. On average, I’ll spend about six
weeks a year on the farm and I find it a really
refreshing break from my music. It’s a great
way to de-stress. The jobs I do there can
involve absolutely anything, from shovelling
out all the manure that has gathered in the
chook yard – that’s the worst job and pretty
hard work – to mustering, drafting and

who’s for baaach?:

Nick Parnell finds his
audience a little sheepish

vaccinating sheep and repairing broken-down
windmills and fences that have been knocked
over by kangaroos. The number of injuries you
get on farms is quite high and possibly I ought
to worry about it a bit more given my concert
commitments. So far, though, I’ve been OK!
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